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VEuPathDB is an NIAID Bioinformatics Resource Center 
covering eukaryotic pathogens and invertebrate vectors of 
disease

VectorBase is part of VEuPathDB

VectorBase provides population biology datasets that include geographical 
locations visualized on a map (MapVEu).

Other VEuPathDB sites will be using MapVEu for pathogen isolate datasets.

ClinEpiDB is associated with VEuPathDB providing clinical epidemiological 
datasets that will also use MapVEu.

http://www.vectorbase.org/popbio/map


Standardized geographical locations are needed for MapVEU.



Current and desired representation of locations
● Currently use a VectorBase in-house 

representation of GADM.
● GADM provides a shape-based 

representation of locations facilitating 
mapping of GPS coordinates.

● Need a hierarchy to provide 
generalization - de-identification.

● Want to be interoperable with 
VEuPathDB ontology terms used for 
representing samples, collections, 
study design, and other details.

● VEuPathDB ontology is based on 
OBO Foundry ontology terms



VectorBase’s journey from GAZ to GADM
● Manually assigned GAZ terms to collection site records until 1 y ago

○ Error-prone: synonymous place names lead to curation errors… (which Santa Maria?)
○ No GPS info in GAZ assist look-ups
○ Benefits: high level search queries (e.g. “West Africa”) find records annotated with lower-level 

terms (e.g. Ougadougou)

● GADM
○ comprehensive coverage of polygons down to ADM2 for everywhere except small islands
○ available in consistent files/format
○ open access

● Converted GADM country->ADM1->ADM2 to ontology-like file
● Added manually curated top level terms (e.g. “West Africa”)



New VectorBase/VEuPath curation process
● Curators ensure accurate lat/long information only
● Scripted assignment of “GADM” ADM2 terms by polygon lookup
● That’s it!

(A very tiny number of collection sites are unassignable due to being too far out to 
sea - there’s a X km fuzzy factor used in the lookup.)



Future uses of GADM/geo information
PopBio map aka MapVEU

Currently display aggregated point data as circular markers

Polygon markers (e.g. choropleth) would be nice to add.

Not wedded to GADM but so far no problems with it.

Other

?



Discussion topics
What are ENVO, an OBO Foundry ontology, plans for shape-based representation 
of geographical locations?

GAZ, an OBO Foundry ontology representing places through their names, 
appears to be under ENVO development. What are the plans for it?

Use of GeoJSON-LD?


